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Aida Alami

- She is born and raised in 

Marrakech 

- She has a BA in Media 

Studies from Hunter College

- She has a MA in Journalism 

from Columbia University in 

2009

- She writes articles to 

outstanding newspapers: The 

New York Times, Foreign 

Policy, the Financial Times, 

Global Post and USA Today

- Her articles appear in famous 

TV channels and websites

such as CNN, al Jazeera and

France24



Alami says that it has

always been her dream to

be a journalist and that it

was the Tunisian Arab

Spring which first inspired

her to start a career in

journalism. At the beginning

of the Revolution, Alami flew

to Tunisia to cover the

events because she felt that

she “was writing about

something that mattered.”

Tunisian Revolution, 2011 

Zineb Belmkeddem, member of 20 February

movement 



Nicknamed “the Red

Prince,” he grew up to

become a political

activist whose public

support for democracy

has put him at odds with

his family in Morocco. He

exiled himself to America

and was banned from

the presence of the king

for advocating a

constitutional monarchy,

like that in Britain or

Spain.

Prince Moulay Hicham, cousin of the king of 

Morocco Mohammed VI



Hundreds of Moroccans have

been jailed for peacefully

protesting. Journalists have

been jailed for just doing their

jobs and … these protesters

just show that everything that's

been done since 2011 have

not made any significant

change for people in their daily

lives. Their demands are

economic. They want jobs.

There's been a failure in

implementing reforms and

economic reforms for these

people and that's what they're

saying.

Al Hoceima hirak (uprisings),

OCT 2016 - JUN 2017



“I always sang about social justice,
about victims of oppression, but we
were deeply saddened that the son of
our land was killed in that manner.
Everyone was crying - men and
women were crying - as we realized
that a human life had no value.”

“I also came up with slogans and
expressed myself as a citizen. People
started to know me quickly because of
the strength of my voice. I wanted to
show that women also were involved.”

Salima Ziani, 

singer and protester 

from Rif 
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